Orientation Committee sponsors Activity Night

by Mary Reber
Sensory Education Editor

Vice-President of Business Affairs Fr. Jerome Wilson said yesterday there is a "real" possibility he may retire at the end of the school year.

"This will be my 34th year in this position, but there is always the temptation to work for 25 years at a job," he stated. University policy usually requires administrators and faculty members to retire at 65. However, not all do retire at that age.

"They can always request to stay on the job, and some are asked by the university to continue in their work," Wilson explained.

If I should decide to retire, University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh and Executive Vice-President Fr. Edmund Joyce will hire the new person," he stated. They may hire someone from another school or from the business world, he pointed out.

It would seem to me that my assistant, Bro. Kieran Ryan, a most able man, would be considered in the running," Wilson said. In that case, someone would be hired to take over Fr. Theodore's present work, he noted. A familiarity with computers would greatly help the new person, Wilson added.

Although we do not use computers directly in this office, we are trying to establish a Management Information System throughout the University. Consequently a knowledge of computers would be helpful to the man coming into my position," Wilson observed.

According to Wilson, the Business Affairs Office handles four main areas. First, it deals with the financial areas of the university, such as accounting and budgeting. Second, it has charge of university maintenance and utility services. Third, it is responsible for the general operation of auxiliary enterprises, such as the dining halls and the bookstore.

"Finally," Wilson added, "we handle areas that fit between the cracks such as personnel and purchasing."

If Wilson should decide to retire, he probably would continue to work at the university in some lesser capacity, he said.

Prior to his appointment as vice-president of business affairs, he taught accounting in the College of Business Administration.

The Student Union Service Commission said yesterday that the first student annual they have not been picked up by students. Casein Nolan said yesterday that students missing summer storage items should have not been picked up by students. Items are now stored.

"It is my position," Wilson said, "to decide to retire, and that I should decide to retire, I would probably continue to work at the university in some lesser capacity, he said."

Prior to his appointment as vice-president of business affairs, he taught accounting in the College of Business Administration.

Student Union claims goods

The Student Union Service Commission said yesterday that the first student annual they have not been picked up by students. Casein Nolan said yesterday that students missing summer storage items should have not been picked up by students. Items are now stored.
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Eritrean rebels threatened on Monday to kill four American prisoners held in a mountain cave in northern Ethiopia unless the United States halts arms supplies to Ethiopia, the rebels' chief diplomat said.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A total of 294 hipenticases now are under study and investigation in Indiana, and laboratory work continues in connection with 10 suspected encephalitis deaths, the State Board of Health reported Monday.

Rome (AP) — J. Paul Getty III's apartment was set on fire Monday and newspapers reported that the blaze might be a Mafia-style warning to keep silent about his kidnapings two years ago.

Getty, grandson of the American oil billionaire, has been living in California since he was released in exchange for $2.5 million ransom on Dec. 15, 1977.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal Reserve Board said Monday that the nation's industrial output showed the sharpest increase in nearly three years last month, capping a four-month resurgence which was both longer and more robust than originally reported.
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In addition there are two volunteers from Notre Dame and several more from various other institutions. In addition there are two volunteers from Notre Dame and several more from various other institutions. The beginnings of the changes at the hospital are the result of a series of events that have taken place over the last few years. During this time, the hospital has undergone a number of important changes, including the opening of a new psychiatric unit and the appointment of a new chief of staff.
Activities Night

Last night was of course the night of the season's first football game and everybody at Notre Dame was of course locked to their tv sets.

Last night was also another night the Observer had to be produced and we did manage to put out a paper for your meaningful enjoyment, working late into the morning to do so. But the evening was hardly one of dedicated drudgery. We too were firmly attached to a tv set and not much work—i.e. alone drudgery—got done while we watched the team's first showing. After the game the evening's efforts were highlighted by three pan pizzas and a staffer who mourned the death of the backseat movement in Homenet epistles.

Other clubs and organizations may not go in for post-football pizzas or Homenet epistles or even journalism, but they do have a good time and serve the community too. Groups like the World Hunger Coalition, CILA and Neighborhood Study Help have made major contributions both to Notre Dame and the wider community. Students in academic debate, the sports clubs and others combine enjoyment, learning and service. The all contribute to the give and take between people here that make Notre Dame and St. Mary's a community instead of a mob.

Nh. St. Mary's is more than "braying on weekdays, drinking on weekends, cheering on football Saturdays and carping about the team every day. These are all part of Notre Dame but what we will most remember about Notre Dame will be the people we meet here and the things we have done and learned and felt with them.

Tonight is Activities Night, the last night of Freshmen Orientation. Student government and CILA, debate and the Hunger Coalition, the sports and the media and all the rest of those organizations that are so much a part of the life and memory of this place would be glad to see you in LaFortune.

Tonight you may have work piled up in your hands and an invitation to Californians in and a friendly invitation to Nickie's or a panty raid but try to make time for a trip to LaFortune and look over those organizations.

They will be waiting for you, be you freshmen or not. Certainly we at the Observer would be waiting for you but we may not be able to offer everyone pizza and Homer. The present status of Notre Dame will be waiting for you.

Singalong junk
America the Beautiful

"Kathy, I'm lost," I said, though I knew she was sleeping. "I just don't know what I'm supposed to do. I just don't know why.

Counting the years on the New Jersey Turnpike, I began to feel all alone to look for America.

DOUNESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Picture the man, middle-aged, bald, father of three. One son in college, the other two in high school. The family's really not quite sure what to expect when Tad, the youngest, goes to college in a year. Tad, who is still in high school. He has lived, as scientific fact, all of his life. You can tell. The shoulders are faintly sloping, yet strong and firm. The lines on his forehead, though the hair is beautifully smooth, are those of a man much older than his age reveals. He has been through a lot. His face is somewhat stubby. The eyes are big and clear. The man seems to speak with Jack, they gaze intently at each other. The eyes seem to say, not the type that comes from reading, but the type that comes from being one. The eyes, though, are tired, weary, and often strained. You see, Jack never finished high school, and though he needed glasses, he never thought it was necessary.

The man sits deeply, a sight which comes from the very depths of his heart and being. After 12 years of working, they want to replace him with a younger man. "Young men," they said. "Fresh thinking, fresh ideas." He sighed again.

Recent statistics state that 35 crimes are committed every hour, and that one out of every 10,000 people are murdered in the United States each year.

A picture of the woman, of five and a half thousand of nine. Marie has grayish-white hair now, having made the transition to allergy, as she is still in her 20s. She has gained much in her health and her figure. The many lines in her face are often crinkled in a smile, a true expression of a long, arduous life. She has earned that smile.

New, though, her pilfer is wet with tears. The children have decided to send her away. You see, Marie is 70 now, and the children, have decided that it is in her best interests. "We'll come visit you, mother." "Don't worry."
kraftwerk's 'rals and floridan' by john zigmunt

"When you play electronic music you have the control of the imagination of the people. This means, to be able to create 'where it's almost physical... it would be very dangerous." - Ralf Hutter of Kraftwerk

"We want the world to know our background," Ralf commented once. "We come from Germany, because the German mentality, which is more advanced, will always be part of our behavior.

The latest offering from the emirates of the advanced electronic phase, labeled "rals and Floridian" and is on Verigo Records. This album actually debuted in Europe in 1973 but its just now been released to American audiences (probably because our "world of one-byte" is a bit like a heap of "gold and silver." The songs are a bit too "floral," but the music is clearly that of the future.

I find very little to say about the album itself. It consists of a piece of electronic music. Of these, "Cycles" moves nicely in a funky hardrock style and "The Ball of House" makes some nice sounds. However, "Set," in the sense of "Mountains" should be taken out the "Beat and Flower" and is on Verigo Records.

Ralf Hutter and Florian Schneider are co-founders of Kraftwerk (German for "power waves") and refer to the uniting of the human and the machine in the "Mensch Machine (the Human Machine)."

Ralf Hutter, who is the main composer of the electronic music, comments, "We have a history of working with the human and the machine."

If you look to any tin of motor fuel, you will find the inscrutable dawn of the Machine Age." - Ralf Hutter
Speni’s Discount Pro Shop WANTS NAMES FOR ITS CATALOG MAILING. WE’LL PAY FOR ANY LISTS CONNECTED WITH TENNIS FROM ANY PART OF THE UNITED STATES: COUNTRY CLUBS, INDOOR TENNIS CLUBS, PARK SYSTEMS, ETC. IF IT’S TENNIS, WE WANT IT!

CONTACT OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE, RANDY STEHLIK, FOR ANY QUESTIONS.

ND’S NO. 1 PLAYER.

PHONE RANDY AT 283-8427.

Speni’s Discount Pro Shop
is the largest tennis Specialty shop
in the Midwest!

Famous lines that are in our large inventory:
- Head
- Wilson
- Top Seed
- Izod
- Marcabf
- Tretorn
- Ektelon
- Voit
- Penn
- Sphairistike
- Rawlings
- Adidas
- Beta
- Spalding
- Davis
- Sah
- Jason Empire
- Fred Perry
- Foot-Joy

HOURS: MON. thru FRI. 9 A.M. to 8 P.M. . Sat. 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. . SUN. 9 A.M. to 2 P.M.

Clip and Mail Coupon For Mail Order Catalog

Mail to Speni’s Pro Shop
321 S. Notre Dame, South bend
Dear Gene, put me on your mailing list for tennis specials
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ....................................................................................... City __________________________ Zip ______________________

SPENI’S PRO SHOP
321 South Notre Dame
South Bend 233-8712

Bring in this ad and we will offer an additional 10 percent discount to all N.D.- St. Mary’s students and faculty.
Ford sent a U.S. team to Moscow in hopes of negotiating a long-term agreement so that grain sales can be spread out and their impact on the U.S. economy lessened.

Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz told reporters after the weekend meeting with farm leaders that Ford does not want the U.S. government to have complete charge of the sale of farm commodities to foreign buyers. Sales now are made by private firms.

U.S. firms have sold the Russians 9.8 million metric tons of grain in deals announced this year. That is equal to less than 5 per cent of anticipated 1975 production and does not threaten U.S. supplies.

Grain prices already have risen, however, because of uncertainty about the size of the deals, controversy over the transactions and concerns over what happened in 1972 when secret grain sales to the Soviets depleted U.S. stockpiles.

At his news conference, Kubfuss said the market price of grain in the United States is now at a minimum price agreement with increased maritime subsidies to be paid by American taxpayers.

Kubfuss said it was a gross insult to farmers to have been left out of White House discussions with the labor unions which led to the current round of trade talks with Russia.

"I am certain that most farmers feel that they are being used as political and diplomatic pawns by the maritime unions, the AFL-CIO, and the U.S. State Department, in the negotiations being carried on with the Soviet Union," Kubfuss said.

The federation, Kubfuss said, opposes what it views as a trend toward state trading of farm commodities on a government-to-government basis.

Classified Ads

Wanted:
- 2 G.A. tix for Northwestern game. Call Mike after 6 p.m. 288-0088.
- Need tickets for Northwestern game. Call Mike after 6 p.m. 288-0088.
- 2 GA tix to MSU game. Call Gary 271-6014.
- Desperately need as many as 30 tix for 5.5-Celtic's-Jimmy C. Marty 4983.
- 2 GA tickets to MSU game. Call Gary 1902.
- 2 Southern Cal. tix. Call Bob 3660.
- 2 G.A. tix MSU or Georgia Tech. Call Bob 1314.
- Need 2 tickets to any home game. Call: 1089.
- Need riders to Milwaukee. Leave Friday at noon. Return Sunday. 2888-1175.
- Lloyd's stereo; w/550 turntable, Recorder and turnable in one unit. 209-3133 after 5 p.m.
- Polaroid 110 camera with flash. 70. Neat! Perfect for raisin sales, with leather and travel safety cases. $250. Inquire 203 Fisher. Phone 4145.
- Men's 10 speed, made in France. Call 3019. Must sell.
- YAMAHA 1972 - 125cc, 600 actual mileage, includes 2 helmets. $599 or best offer. 333-6277.
- Stereo console (contemporary model) AM/FM radio, in good condition $135.00 or best offer. Call 272-5465 after 3:30.
- Couches, free delivery to campus. Call Mrs. Cooper after pm or all day Sat. & Sun. 372-3094.

NOTICES
- Need work? Good pay. Call 277-1211.
- Need tickets; 4 USC; 1 Northwestern; 1 More. Please call Patty 5497.

 rods Stewart
 & FacE.s
 With the J. Geils Band

IN CONCERT SATURDAY
OCTOBER 4th at 7:30 pm
at ACC

TICKET PRICES $7.50 & $6.50
Tickets Now On Sale at
ACC & STUDENT UNION TICKET OFFICE

By Student Union &
Pacific Presentations

PECaH TR3E
DINING ROOM
RANDALL'S INN

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
MASHED POTATOES-SALAD-HOT BISCUITS

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$2.70
WITH THIS COUPON
$0.65
FOR FIRST BEER (WITH DINNER)

ROD STEWART & FACES
With the J. Geils Band

IN CONCERT SATURDAY
OCTOBER 4th at 7:30 pm
at ACC

TICKET PRICES $7.50 & $6.50
Tickets Now On Sale
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the observer
Second half rally sparks Notre Dame victory

Ernie Torriero

Extra Points

Bicentennial game

In keeping with the bicentennial image, the 1975 edition of Boston College football will be labeled as the "football revolution." But unlike the upsurging colonists in 1776, the Boston College Eagles proved no match for their opponents. Indeed, if the American revolution was as successful as the performance of the Eagles, the Colonists would still be standing.

The revolution promptly ended with 5:08 left in the third quarter, as Boston College quarterback Mike Kruczek fumbled and halfback Earl Strong, the Eagles alternate pivotiong, recovered the ball for Notre Dame.

For the night, Boston College quarterback Mike Kruczek hit on 9 of 13 passes, but totaled only 52 yards. Notre Dame quarterback Terry Eureick, on the other hand, was 17-3 with 1410 yards in the game.

Notre Dame's two quick scores came about as a result of two factors. The Irish's constant pounding on the ground had begun to wear down the Eagles, and it also set them up for Notre Dame's attack, hidden (or non-existent) until the third quarter.

We were passing in the second half because we were getting good field position and they started to play the running game, explained Slager. We had to find a couple of leaks.

"We opened up a little more, and called some audibles," added Slager. "It gave me a little more freedom and I started feeling more comfortable in the game."

Ross Browner, Chevrolet's outstanding defensive player of the game against Boston College, sacks an opposing quarterback.

In the game, the early in the game we kept them off balance," said YUKICA. "We were in the game as long as we were able to do that. Once they started reacting, we were in trouble."

ND's major injury occurred in the first quarter when defensive end Willie Frye broke his nose. Frye started the third quarter and played most of the second half in pain.

For Devine, it was relief after a couple of tense weeks leading up to the game. "I'm glad to get by this one," he said. "That's a tough defense to outscore and we executed and were thrilled. I'm proud of our effort. I think we're going to enjoy it for about five minutes and then start working again."

BOAR'S HEAD® RESTAURANTS
25288 S. 31 North
South Bend

HAWAIIAN NIGHT TUESDAY $3.45

Boar's Head brings the Islands to you. At less than Island prices! Delicious Hawaiian chicken dinner is only $3.45 per person plus tax. Includes Tropical fruit salad, wild rice, and sweet sauce. Aloha. Boar's Head® Head Salad Bar, hot bread, ice cream or sherbet, and coffee, tea, or milk. All for only $3.45 We're doing the whole place Hawaiian on Tuesday. Aloha.